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new stop sign creates tension

gun supply shipment limited
frying pan sales skyrocket

bachelor party 
patrons file noise complaints

new weight machine 
causing town arguements
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Local Mountie, Jack Thornton sat down with The Tribune to 
discuss the recent thefts reported on the outskirts of 
town. We asked, “With the increase in population, are 
citizens more at risk to experience a break in? “We are 
maintaining efforts to keep Hope Valley as safe as possible.”

Hope Valley recently added a controversial piece of
equipment outside the saloon that’s causing arguments in
town. A new weight machine has become a point of contention
among many residents. With the increase in the sale of lard,
mainly due to one out of town guest, there seems to also be 
an increase in weight. Though the flavoring of favorite 
dishes has been enhanced dishes has been enhanced we beg to ask the heated question, 
“Has the lard intake in Hope Valley become too excessive?”
Nurse Carter took a moment to sit down with The Tribune to 
discuss the issue. “The proper weight for women, directly 
correlates to the size of the corset they are squeezing 
themselves into.” she went on to say, “there seems to be no 
proper weight for men, since men never seem to suffer 
conseconsequences for their weight gain.” The most recent
disagreement was between town teacher Elizabeth thatcher
and her future mother-in-law Charlotte, a big proponent of 
using lard.  Elizabeth agreed there was added flavor yet was 
concerned by how the fatty content has increased her 
waistline, Charlotte 
claimed there was no
bbetter ingredient to
cook with. Based 
on our records, the 
average adult is a huge 
2 lbs. heavier in 1914 
since it last recorded in 
1910.“We don’t need to 
see see this situation blow 
up,” said Mayor Stanton. 
“Lard is tasty but not in 
excess. we should be 
able to find a suitable 
balance and I believe a
weight machine will 
kkeep us all in check.” 
She further went on to
warn the men of Hope
Valley not to openly
discuss the results 
of their wives weight 
loss or gain if it were 
tto come up.   

Reports came in of rowdy behavior from a few patrons  
drinking at the saloon the other night. One would assume 
this behavior would be the natural state of inebriation and
typically overlook it. However, it was discovered that the
root of the issue was a fake bachelor party for Bill Avery. 
As it turns out, he’s not even getting married! After 
fufurther investigation, we found it was an excuse for the 
married and engaged men to participate in a high stakes 
poker game after their  significant others had suggested 
saving money for more suitable things like a pool and hot 
tub. The big winner was Hickam who decided to invest in a 
superhero costume.
However, we rumor
has it, has it, the  costume 
includes a rather 
revealing pair of 
blue tights  which 
may not be  suitable
to wear in the
general publiic.

Based on what we’ve heard, it seems
residents are not taking chances. 
Not knowing who is at your door in 
the middle of broad daylight is 
unnerving. Folks are currently 
looking into alternative measures to 
pprotect themselves. The most 
popular solution being the purchase 
of frying pans to handle intruduers. 
We hear they are now making pans in 
smaller children’s sizes as well.
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The big news this week is how 
Mayor Stanton plans to handle
the belligerent business men 
trying to boss her around 
regarding adding a stop sign on
Main Street. It seems one resident 
in pain particular, is a bit of a wild 
driver and may have run into a 
few kiosks on the side of the 
street last week. While this 
person will remain unnamed, we
hear that her husband severely
reprimanded her for taking the
car out car out for a spin. Now that the
situation has come up, the Mayor
feels it would be a good idea to
forego the current railroad
plans until basic traffic laws 
are in place. We caught up with 
Henry Gowen at the nail salon
and he had and he had this to say, “I think
our current Mayor needs to get

a clue when it comes to expanding
the economic growth of Hope
Valley.” He went on, “If I was still
Mayor, I wouldn’t be spinning my
wheels trying to avoid the
inevitable.” We asked Mayor
SStanton to share her side. “I have
nothing against increasing
profits, as I myself own a business
in town. If Gowen spent more time
coming to town meetings and less
time getting his nails done, maybe
we would get somewhere.”
NNewcomer Ray Wyatt had no 
comment for the paper as he was
trying to scrounge up a date for 
the town dance and was too busy
to speak with The Tribune. At this 
time, there doesn’t seem to be a 
solution to the stop sign debate 
but but we can confirm Gowen’s
manicure turned out amazing.


